Information extraction is of paramount importance in several real world applications in the areas of business, competitive and military intelligence because it enables to acquire information contained in unstructured documents and store them in structured forms. Unstructured documents have different internal encodings, one of the most diffused encoding is the visualization-oriented Adobe portable document format (PDF). Although several sophisticated and indeed complex approaches were proposed, they are still limited in many aspects. In particular, existing information extraction systems cannot be applied to PDF documents because of their completely unstructured nature that pose many issues in defining IE approaches. In this paper the novel ontology-based system named XONTO, that allows the semantic extraction of information from PDF documents, is presented. The XONTO system is founded on the idea of self-describing ontologies in which objects and classes can be equipped by a set of rules named descriptors. These rules represent patterns that allow to automatically recognize and extract ontology objects contained in PDF documents also when information is arranged in tabular form. This way a selfdescribing ontology expresses the semantic of the information to extract and the rules that, in turn, populate itself. In the paper XONTO system behaviors and structure are sketched by means of a running example.
Introduction
Nowadays, there is a growing interest in information extraction (IE). It is of paramount importance in several real world applications in the areas of business, competitive and military intelligence 1,2 . IE enables to acquire information contained in unstructured documents and store them in structured forms. One of the most diffused unstructured internal document encoding is the Adobe portable document format (PDF). IE from PDF documents has been recently recognized as a very important and challenging problem 2 because PDF documents are completely unstructured and their internal encoding is visualization-oriented. Hence traditional wrapping/IE systems cannot be applied. Gottlob et al. 3 point out that "there is a substantial interest from industry in wrapping documents in format such as PDF and PostScript. In such documents, wrapping must be mainly guided by a reasoning process over white spaces [...] . It is very different from Web wrapping and will require new techniques and wrapping algorithms".
Currently there is available a large body of literature on (ontology-based) IE approaches and systems (see Section 2). Existing approaches, however, suffer from the following principal drawbacks: (i) information is extracted mainly by exploiting syntactic structure and not its actual semantics; (ii) extraction rules are able to identify tabular information only when such a structure is explicitly declared (as happens in html documents); (iii) when existing systems adopt ontologies they mainly work in two steps: the first one is the actual information recognition and extraction, while the second one is the annotation of extracted information to already existing ontologies. Thus current systems generally do not directly exploit the knowledge represented in the ontology to perform information recognition and extraction. Most importantly, at the best of our knowledge, no ontology based systems for extracting information from PDF documents exist.
In this paper is described XONTO, a system based on a novel semantic approach for IE from PDF documents founded on the idea of self-describing ontology (SDO). A SDO is an ontology in which objects and classes can be equipped by a set of rules named descriptors. Descriptors are object-oriented grammatical rules that describe how automatically recognize and extract ontology objects contained in PDF documents (also when information have tabular form). This way the ontology expresses the semantics of information to extract, and the rules enabling to automatically enrich (or populate) it by using information extracted from documents. The SDO approach combines notions coming from Answer Set Programming 4, 5, 6 and Attribute Grammars 7 both extended by object-oriented and tabular information handling capabilities. The XONTO system implements a preprocessing strategy, that allows to obtain a suitable internal 2-dimensional representation of PDF documents, the SDO approach to knowledge representation, and a compiling and reasoning strategy that exploits pre-processing output and SDO ( opportunely rewritten in terms of logical programs) for yielding the actual semantic IE.
The primary contributions of this paper is the proposal of a semantic approach that enables to use ontologies for: (i) describing in a combined way semantic and syntactic structure of information to extract; (ii) providing the schema in which extracted information can be directly stored during the extraction process; ( iii ) XONTO 3 extracting information from both natural language (flat text) and tables contained in PDF documents. The XONTO system allows to acquire relevant information from PDF documents and store them in knowledge bases in order to enable further querying and analysis by means of already existing data based oriented techniques. Ontologies defined by the SDO approach can be reused for extracting information from many different documents containing the same knowledge. Thus XONTO enables to empower unstructured information management and create valuable solutions for enterprises.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly presents related work. Section 3 describes the PDF document pre-processing technique. Section 4 describes the SDO approach and shows a running example. Section 5 describes system structure and behavior. Finally Section 6 concludes the paper.
Related Work
A large body of work concerning approaches and systems aimed at extracting relevant information from semi-structured and unstructured documents is currently available in literature. Already existing approaches and systems, as described in 8 , can be classified as manual, semi-supervised and unsupervised by considering the automation degree adopted in the definition of wrappers and extraction rules. They adopts techniques founded on query languages, grammar rules, natural language processing, HTML tree processing, fuzzy logic, ontology. Most significant manual approaches are: TSIMMIS, Minerva, Web-OQL , W4F, XWRAP 9, 8 , JEDI 10 , FLORID 11 . Main Semi-supervised approaches are: SRV, RAPIER, WHISK, WIEN, STALKER, SoftMealy, NoDoSe, DEByE 9, 8 and LixTo 3,2 . Most significant unsupervised approaches are: STAVIES 12 , DeLa, RoadRunner, EXALG, DEPTA 9, 8 . By considering the degree of structuring of input documents, which extraction tasks are performed on, IE approaches and systems can be classified in: structured, (wrapping from database and XML); semi-structured (extraction from HTML, fixed length record files like EDCDIC); and unstructured (extraction from flat text). The greater part of previously cited systems and approaches works on semi-structured documents (mainly Web documents in HTML format). Unstructured documents oriented approaches and systems can be nowadays split in two families: NLP-oriented and PDF-oriented. NLPoriented systems, have its origins in the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs) 13 and adopt NLP-based techniques in learning and applying extraction rules on flat text or weekly structured Web documents. Systems that belongs to this family are GATE 14 , RAPIER, SRV, WHISK 9, 8 , KnowItAll 15 , TextRunner 16 , SnowBall 17 , DIPRE 18 , furthermore well famous works in this area are contained in 19 . PDF-oriented IE approaches appeared recently in literature after the seminal Gottlob's work 2 . In particular Flesca et Al. 20 propose a fuzzy logic approach that exploits spatial PDF feature in recognizing relevant information; Baumgartner et Al. 21 use document understanding techniques for identifying atomic elements of PDF documents on which apply spatial reasoning and wrapping techniques that enable to identify significant document blocks; Gottlob et Al. in 22 describe the PDF document preprocessing techniques currently used in the LixTo system. Before the Gottlob's papers only document understanding 23 and table recognition methods 24 was applied on PDF documents in attempting to identify and extract relevant information from them.
The ontology research area influenced IE. A lot of work concerning the use of ontology for extracting meaningful information from HTML Web documents has been proposed in literature. One of the first work in this area is 25 . Recently many approaches appeared, some of the most relevant are described in 26, 27, 28 . A sub area of ontology named extraction ontologies propose methods to use ontologies in IE 29, 30, 31 . At the best of our knowledge no existing approach that deals with the problem of extracting information from PDF documents by using ontologies has already been proposed.
Unstructured PDF Documents Handling
The aim of XONTO system is to extract information from documents in Adobe portable document format (PDF), even when information is in tabular form, and store it as ontology objects. PDF is a well known unstructured document format, widely used in enterprises and on the web, thought for print and on screen visualization. It can be considered the standard format for document publication, sharing and exchange. PDF is a document description language that encodes documents as a collection of 2-dimensional typographic elements (i.e. textual and graphical elements, images) contained in content streams. Each typographic element holds some metadata about presentation features, and 2-dimensional coordinates that express the position in which it must be shown on the page at visualization or printing time. Elements can appear in casual order in the content stream, so the appearance of contents of a PDF document can be understood only after page rendering or printing. Ontology-Based Information Extraction from PDF Documents with XONTO 5 Thus, even though the extraction of information from PDF documents is worthwhile, the intrinsic print/visual oriented nature of PDF encoding poses many issues in defining "ad hoc" IE approaches. In order to tackle the strong unstructured and human-oriented nature of PDF documents, the XONTO system adopts a preprocessing technique that allows to obtain a document representation suitable for semantic IE.
This section describes the XONTO internal document representation and sketches the technique, named PDF-TREX (PDF-Table Recognition and Extraction), used to create it. The PDF-TREX approach considers a PDF document as a Cartesian plane on which are placed 2-dimensional boxes. A 2-dimensional box is a portion of a page that contains strings and/or images. More formally a box is 5tuple β = hσ,x tl ,y tl ,x br ,y br i, where: (i) σ is the string contained in the box ( images are represented by the special symbol "$"); (ii) Cartesian coordinates (x tl ,y tl ) and (x br ,y br ) represent two opposite vertices (top-left and bottom-right) of the box.
The PDF-TREX approach reproduces human behavior. Tables and textual areas recognition by human readers, in fact, is a visual process based on spatial relationships existing among content elements. In such a process alignment among groups of content elements is visually observed in order to recognize text areas and tables. Similarly, the PDF-TREX approach starts from an initial set of basic boxes, and by using a heuristic algorithm aligns and groups them in bottom-up way in order to identify text areas and tabular arrangements of information. The output of the approach is a set of boxes, each representing either a textual area or table cell, expressed in the logic-based declarative way described in Section 4.3. In particular, tables contained in PDF documents are recognized and extracted as 2-dimensional grids of boxes on a Cartesian plane. For instance, in Figure 4 The PDF-TREX approach is based on an heuristic algorithm which steps are described in the following:
(1) Box harvesting. By accessing the PDF content stream of a document, initial boxes are identified and acquired with their spatial coordinates ( Figure 2) Figure 4 , the same approach used for constructing lines is applied to blocks. (7) Columns Building. When segments and blocks belonging to a table area are overlapped in vertical direction, then they are assigned to a table column. When a segment or a block overlaps more then one other segment or block, it is assigned to two different columns. This trick allows to recognize column headers spanning on multiple columns. It is worthwhile note that parameters used in the algorithm depends from the document layout. For example, documents arranged in multiple columns or presenting complex composition of images and text (as happens in newspapers) requires different parameter settings. When the user intents to extract information only from text all lines are tagged as text lines. In order to allow using linguistic features of text the XONTO system pre-processor enables to acquire lemmas and POS-Tags by applying an NLP tool 32 on all strings contained in final boxes. Presentation features (font size, color, type and style) are acquired by using PDF metadata. Dictionaries of regular expressions representing specific named entities are matched on strings. When strings contain links, attached URIs are also acquired. XONTO 7 The document representation obtained by the PDF-TREX approach is exploited by XONTO system (see Section 4.3). It enables to express, in a SDO, 2-dimensional composition rules that permit to recognize and extract tabular information.
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Self-Describing Ontologies
The XONTO system implements the self-describing ontology (SDO) approach. In the following the formal structure and the syntax of SDOs is presented. To facilitate SDO approach understanding a running example regarding the extraction and storing of information on weather, coming from the page depicted in Figure 1 , is described. Weather information are collected and used by different scientific institutions to study forecast models and weather changes at global level. SDO approach is obtained by extending the DLP+ ontology representation language 6 by means of object and class descriptors. DLP+ enables to represent an ontology, descriptors allow to recognize ontology objects within PDF documents, extract and directly store them in the ontology itself. Descriptors exploit some advanced constructs that enable to deal with 2-dimensional information arrangement (i.e. tables). The XONTO system beside the complete and expressive ontology representation language DLP+, uses also powerful reasoning capabilities over represented knowledge provided by the DLV+ system 5, 6 . A SDO allows to represent extensional and intensional aspects of domain knowledge by means of ontology schemas and their instances. More formally, let Z be an infinite set of constants and Z˜, called set of values, be the set obtained by the union of the constants in Z with the finite lists of elements in Z (including the empty list). A SDO on Z is the eleven-tuple: OZ = hD,A,C,R,I,∆,¹,σ,ϕ,ι,δi.
Fig. 4. Examples of final boxes
In the following the structure of SDO schemas and instances is explained by giving the meaning of each tuple element, furthermore by using the running example the syntax of the SDO language is also shown.
SDOs schemas
A SDO schema is expressed by using elements of D, A, C and R in OZ that are finite and disjoint sets of entity names respectively called data-types, attributenames, classes and relations. The set A contains the special attribute-name id. The elements in C ∪ D are called flat-types. For each flat-type t ∈ C ∪ D there is a listtype denoted by [t] . The union of all flat-types and list-types is called the set of types and denoted by T. On C is defined a partial order ¹ called isA. σ : C∪R → 2 A×T is the schema function. Let e be an element in C∪R. The set σ(e) is called the schema of e and any couple ha,ti ∈ σ(e) is the (schema) attribute of e with name a and type t. The schema of a class c contains the attribute hid,ci, whereas no relation schema contains attributes with name id. Any schema contains only attributes with distinct names.
From the above formal definitions descend that the SDO approach provides the typical constructs for ontology schema definition, such as, class, relation, inheritance. In SDO approach a class is a name and an ordered list of attributes (attribute id is implicitly declared) identifying the properties of its instances. Thus, a class can be thought as an aggregation of individuals (objects) that have the same set of properties (attributes). Each attribute is identified by a name and has a type specified as a datatype or user-defined class. Class schemas expressing knowledge related to weather can be declared by using the following syntax:
class koppenClimate( lTempF:integer,hTempF:integer,avgRainfallCm:integer ).
class continentalClimate( summerHumidity:string,winterHumidity:string ) isa {koppenClimate}. class place( name:string ).
class Classes place and city show how class hierarchies (taxonomies) can be built up by using isa key-word. Class city shows the ability to specify user-defined classes as attribute types (i.e. inState:state). Class state has a list-type attribute ( i.e.
neighborState:[state]).
Relationships among objects are represented by means of relations, which like classes, are defined by a name and a list of attributes. Relation cityClimate, which asserts what is the climate of a given city, can be declared as follows: relation cityClimate(c:city, climate:koppenClimate).
SDOs Instances
In OZ instances are expressed by the set I = 2 A×Z˜. ϕ : D → 2 Z is the domain function that associates to each data-type t ∈ D a domain value in Z. The instance function ι : C ∪ R → 2 I associates to each class or relation its subsets of instances. When ι is applied to C the elements in the set ι(C) = Ic are called objects, whereas the elements in the set ι(R) Ontology-Based Information Extraction from PDF Documents with XONTO 9 = Ir are called tuples. Let e be an element in C ∪ R and ˆι ∈ ι(e) be an instance of e, any couple ha,zi ∈ ˆι is the (instance) attribute of ˆι with name a and value z. Given an instance ˆι ∈ ι(c) of a class c, the value z of the attribute hid,zi ∈ ˆι, is called the object identifier (oid) of ˆι.
From the above formal discussion follows that SDO approach allows to express objects (class instances) and tuples (relation instances). In particular, objects are declared by asserting new facts, they are unambiguously identified by their objectidentifier (oid) and belong to a class. By considering the weather example, instances for the classes continentalClimate, state and city can be declared as follows:
hotSummer:continentalClimate( lTempF:-36,hTempF:86,avgRainfallCm:90, summerHumidity:"dry",winterHumidity:"wet"). illinois:state( name:"Illinois",areaKm2:140998,capital:Springfield, neighborState:[wisconsin,kentucky,iowa,missouri,indiana]). chicago:city(name:"Chicago",population:2833321, inState:illinois). sterling:city(name:"Sterling",population:15451, inState:illinois).
For class state is represented an object which oid is the constant illinois, while string "Illinois" is the value for the attribute name:string. The attribute neighborState contain a list of oids that represent Illinois neighbors. Tuples are defined by a name and a list of attribute values (attribute names are optional). In the weather example the tuple of the relations cityClimate which asserts that the climate of the city chicago, is hotSummer can be declared as follows:
cityClimate(c:chicago, climate:hotSummer).
Since SDO approach is built on top of DLP+ 5, 6 , it makes possible to specify complex inference rules and constraints over knowledge base schemas and instances, merging, in a simple and natural way, the declarative style of logic programming with the navigational style of ontologies. In particular, the approach allows to derive (or infer) tuples and objects and define global integrity constraints called axioms.
Internal Document Representation
In order to allow the reasoning process that yields the actual semantic IE provided by the XONTO system, information obtained from PDF documents by using the preprocessing method described in Section 3 must be directly stored as a part of the SDO itself. In the following default SDO schemas used to internally represent objects directly obtained from the input document and some examples of instances are shown.
Boxes and 2-dimensional strings, obtained as output of the pre-processing of PDF documents shown in Section 3, are stored in the SDO by means of classes box, and maxString.
class box(contains:maxString). @2:box(@2ms). @4:box(@4ms). ... class maxString(str:string). @2ms:maxString(str:"South at 8.0 mph"). @4ms:maxString(str:"$ Tornado Warning"). ...
Class box gathers objects representing not overlapped boxes obtained during preprocessing. The attribute contains:maxString of the class box allows to express which is the string contained in a given box. Class maxString collects strings contained in boxes.
class element() class token(txt:string) isa { element }. @68torW:token(txt:"Tornado"). ... class image(uri:string) isa { element }. @78imTorW:image(uri:"C:\figures\tornadoWarning"). ...
Class token collects objects representing: (i) sub-strings recognized during the pre-processing by matching, on strings, regular expressions defined in the SDO; ( ii ) tokens obtained by applying the tokenizer of a NLP tool on strings. Class image Ontology-Based Information Extraction from PDF Documents with XONTO 11 collects images contained in the input document, the attribute uri:string refers the physical position where the image has been stored during the pre-processing. The semantic IE approach implemented in the XONTO system exploits general linguistic knowledge coming from already existing named entity thesaurus and semantic networks (e.g WordNet 33 ), or created using a GUI (e.g. regular expressions inherent a given knowledge domain can be defined and classified by hand). Such a linguistic knowledge is represented and stored in special areas of a SDO, named dictionaries, having as root the class dictionaryPattern. Just a small taxonomy of a dictionary that allows to recognize meteorological information is sketched in the following.
class dictionaryPattern(regex:string,mode:integer,delimiters:integer). class dNumber() isa { dictionaryPattern }. class dFloat() isa { dNumber }. n_001:dCardinalPoint("north|n",2,1,"N"). ... class dMeteorologicalWord() isa { dictionaryPattern }.
cloudy_001:dMeteorologicalWord("cloudy",2,1). clear_001:dMeteorologicalWord("clear",2,1). cloud_001:dMeteorologicalWord("cloud",2,1). ... class dWeatherWarning() isa { dictionaryPattern }. torn_001:dWeatherWarning("tornado warning",2,1). ... class dCity() isa { dictionaryPattern }. chicago_001:dCity("chicago",2,1). ...
In the class dictionaryPattern attributes regex:string, mode:integer and delimiters:integer respectively represent regular expression used to identify the dictionary entry, matching mode (default value 2 is the case insensitive mode) and the flag delimiters (default value 1 means that standard token-delimiters are used to match a regular expression on document strings).
In the XONTO internal document representation the relation defBy associates, as shown in the following, regular expression patterns that are instances of the class dictionaryPattern to tokens recognized by matching related regular expression. relation defBy(token:token, regex:dictionaryPattern).
Linguistic and presentation features of text are stored in the following SDO relations which tuples are created at pre-processing time by exploiting a NLP tool.
relation hasNLProperties(tok:token, lemma:string, pt:pos_tag).
hasNLProperties(tok:@68torW, lemma:"tornado", pt:NN). ... relation hasStyle(tok:token, style:charStyle). relation hasLink(e:element, uri:string).
For each token obtained from the pre-processing: (i) Relation hasNLProperties stores its lemma and POS-Tag computed by analyzing 2-dimensional strings by means of an existing NLP tool 32 . The hierarchy pos tag allows, for example, to describe verb tense and plurals associated to tokens. The hierarchy reproduces the standard Penn Treebank tag set. (ii) Relation hasStyle stores presentation features by using an internal representation of styles which class charStyle is the root. ( iii ) Relation hasLink stores the URI when the image or the token has a link in the document. In the following pos tag and charStyle hierarchies are shown. token_coord_1d(@68torW,@4ms,2,9) ...
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relation image_coord_1d(o:image,ms:maxString,char1:integer,char2:integer). image_coord_1d(@78imTorW,@4ms,0,1) ...
Boxes hold as described in Section 3 hold 2-dimensional coordinates. Whereas, tokens and images are strings stored in a maxString, their positions are defined by the positions of the initial and final character in the maxString.
Object and Class Descriptors
The peculiarity of SDO is the ability to express grammatical rules describing patterns of ontology objects and classes that allow to automatically recognize ontology objects in PDF documents. In OZ such rules are represented by the set of descriptors ∆. The descriptor function δ : Ic ∪ C → ∆ associates an object i in Ic or a class c in C with its descriptor. In particular, δ(i) is called object descriptor while δ(c) is called class descriptor.
From a syntactical point of view a descriptor in ∆ has one of the following form: h -> b, h |-> b, h +-> b, h o-> b1 b2 and h ¤-> b. The right-side b (descriptorbody) constitutes a pattern of ontology objects that allows to recognize either a specific object or a set of objects (of a given class) defined in the left-side h (descriptorhead). For example the object sterling is recognized in an input document when a specific token defined by the regular expression sterling 001 is identified.
<sterling> -> <T:token(),defBy(T,sterling_001)>. (1)
From a semantical point of view descriptors are production rules of an attribute grammar extended by constructs that enable to manipulate information that has a 2-dimensional arrangement. The main important feature of descriptors is that they can exploit each other. An ontology object can be described by the composition of other objects. This mechanism reproduce natural language behavior in which terms having a given meaning (semantics) are combined, by means of the grammatical rules of a given language, for expressing more complex concepts.
To better and deeper explain the idea and semantics of descriptors it is useful to note just that an attribute grammar consists of a context free grammar G = hΣ,VN,A ∈ VN,Πi over the alphabet Σ, extended by associating 7 : (i) to each nonterminal symbol contained in the set VN two disjoint sets of inherited and synthesized attributes; (ii) to each production in Π a set of function for assigning values to attributes and a set of predicates for checking attribute values. Each attribute has a type and either represents a specific property of a nonterminal symbol or contains a temporary value exploited in functions or predicates.
In SDO classical attribute grammars has been extended by means of objectoriented features and 2-dimensional capabilities as follows:
• The alphabet is a set of alphanumerical characters in which the symbol 0 $ 0 represents images.
• nonterminal symbols correspond to oid and class names defined in OZ. When a nonterminal symbol correspond to a class name in OZ its attributes are constituted by the attributes of the corresponding class defined in OZ. When a nonterminal symbol correspond to an oid no attributes are defined.
• Only synthesized attributes are used, in fact attribute values of a nonterminal in the head of a descriptor are derived only considering values of nonterminal in the body.
• Predicates are constraints, on the attributes values of nonterminal symbols contained in the right-side, expressed by means of queries on OZ.
• Funcions have the form of an instruction in imperative programming. Each function assign a value (i.e. oid or data-type value) to a variable that, in the leftside, represents a synthesized attribute.
• Productions allow to express 2-dimensional arrangements of objects on a Cartesian plane. In particular, the following kind of productions can be used: (i) h -> b expresses horizontal concatenation of objects; (ii) h |-> b expresses vertical concatenation of objects; (iii) h +-> b expresses that objects in the body b can be indifferently combined either in horizontal or vertical direction; (iv) h o-> b1 b2 expresses that the object represented by the nonterminal b2 is spatially contained in the object represented by the nonterminal b1; (v) h ¤-> b expresses tabular arrangement of objects. In particular, the object in the head, from a spatial point of view, constitutes a grid where each row (or column) has the structure represented by the body b.
• Production rules are expressed in EBNF notation.
It is noteworthy that descriptors having oid in the head (object descriptors) act just as recognition rules (object attributes are already set). Whereas, descriptors having a class name in the head can either create new objects by setting attribute values on the base of document contents, or recognize objects already declared for the class. Objects instantiation is obtained during the reasoning process described in Section 5. Following examples constitutes a subset of descriptors needed for semantically extracting the table contained in the document shown in Figure 1 .
Object descriptors like (1) allow to recognize the already declared instance of the class city. When the dictionary instance sterling 001 is matched in the document the related object is recognized in the same position. The following descriptor allows to extract instances of the class temperature described as a sequence of number and unit of measure of temperature.
class temperature(value:float,unit:string).
<temperature(V,U)> -> (2) < T:token(S),defBy(T,X),X:dNumber()>{V:=#str2float(S); } < T:token(),defBy(T,X),X:temperatureUnit(symbol:S)>{U:=S; }.
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The following class descriptor allows to recognize a percentage by using the dictionryPatternpercent 001.
class percentage(value:float).
<percentage(value:V)> -> (3) < T:token(S),defBy(T,X),X:dNumber()>{V:=#str2float(S); } < T:token(),defBy(T,percent_ 001)>.
Weather descriptions are recognized by using the following class descriptors that exploit NLP capabilities. The descriptor weatherTerm is a general linguistic pattern which menas that a "weather term" is a string composed by an optional adjective follows by a meteorological word (e.g. "Mostly Cloudy", "Clear"). The descriptor weatherDescription is represents the whole string of a box which contains weather terms. As mentioned above, this kind of production rules ('o->') check spatial containment between the first and the second object. On flat text, such productions, act essentially as a substring operator.
To recognize the table and store it in structured form the following descriptors are needed. The first descriptor describes how is composed a record, the second defines a table as a sequence of such records. <weatherTable(R)>¤+-> <X:weatherRecord()>{R:=@addLast(X);}+.
A weatherRecord is the sequence of objects described in the body. The descriptor is obtained by using the symbol "+->" which means that 2-dimensional coordinates of objects must be considered in constructing a record. When is 1-dimensional (i.e. it is recognized as a substring), the box that contains it, is automatically considered. Furthermore a record is recognized either as horizontal or vertical objects sequence.
The descriptor weatherTable describe a table as a sequence of one or more records in either horizontal or vertical direction. The construct "¤->" assures that the table is obtained by concatenating (either horizontally or vertically) records that have the same internal structure (i.e. records composed of objects of the same types in the same order). So such a kind of descriptors allows to extract a table and its transposed analogous. Other constructs can be used to enable the recognition of tables also when they contains unknown objects and/or null values.
It is worthwhile noting that by using only 1-dimensional coordinates the system allows to recognize and extract objects contained in flat text by exploiting also NLP capabilities. While by adopting 2-dimensional coordinates the system allows to recognize tabular presentation of information. Thus, by combining 1 and 2-dimensional capabilities complex information arrangement can be managed. In this section the prototypical implementation of the XONTO system is described. The prototype is built on top of the DLV+ 6 system that allows to represent SDOs and to yields the actual information extraction from PDF documents by executing logic programs that implement descriptors. As shown in Figure 5 the system prototype, that implements the SDO approach, is constituted by the Document Analyzer, the Descriptors Compiler, the Rules Selector and the Reasoning Engine.
XONTO System Implementation
In the XONTO system a SDO is compiled by the Descriptors Compiler, then the SDO it-self and the obtained Object-Oriented Augmented Transition Network (OO-ATN) are stored in the system knowledge base. An IE processes is composed by the XONTO 17 following steps: (i) PDF document pre-processing. In this step the XONTO internal document representation of PDF document shown in Section 4.3 is obtained by the Document Analyzer as described in Section 3.
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(ii) Query analysis and rules selection. In this step the user ask for the extraction of one or more concepts from the PDF document. The input query, the ontology and the OO-ATN are analyzed be the Rules Selector as described in Section 5.3 that provides the minimal subset of transition networks needed to answer the query. (iii) Reasoning. In this step the ATN obtained from the Rule Selector is applied on the internal representation of the PDF document coming form the Document Analyzer. Reasoning result is a SDO+ that is the original SDO augmented by concept instances extracted from the input PDF document. It is worthwhile noting that a SDO can be used for many extraction processes where are used different PDF documents and/or queries. In the following the behavior of each system module is described in detail.
Document Analyzer
The Document Analyzer takes in input a PDF document and dictionary patterns contained in the SDO. The PDF document is analyzed in order to construct the XONTO internal PDF document representation described in Section 4.3. In particular, the document analysis consists in: (i) the identification of 2-dimensional strings and box performed by the PDF-TREX approach described in Section 3; ( ii ) the matching of dictionary pattern on obtained strings; (iii) the extraction of presentation features directly acquired by using PDF metadata; (iv) the tokenization of available strings and the acquisition, for each token, of linguistic features ( i.e. POS-Tag and lemma) by means of a NLP tool.
Descriptor Compiler
The Descriptor Compiler takes in input a SDO and creates the logic programs that constitute the OO-ATN that allows to actually recognize and extract information from PDF documents. This section describes foundations of the adopted compiling process.
To understand Descriptor Compiler behavior the first aspect to take into account is that the set of descriptors of a SDO constitutes an attribute CFG extended by 2dimensional capabilities. Since the backbone of descriptors is a CFG for recognizing ontology objects from PDF documents a parsing strategy is needed.
The XONTO system adopts a parsing technique based on the Aumented Transition Networks (ATNs) 34,35 approach. Generally an ATN is a Recursive Transition Network (RTN) 34 enriched by functions and predicates that respectively compute and constraint attribute values. In the XONTO system ATNs are enriched by objectoriented capabilities (OO-ATN) and are constituted by a collection of transition networks that mutually call each other. In particular in OO-ATNs: (i) each transition network corresponds to a single nonterminal in the grammar and has a unique name; (ii) transition network arcs are labeled either by class names or object identified (i.e. nonterminal symbols) and hold functions and/or predicates; (ii) each transition network path, from the start state to the final state, corresponds to a rule for such a nonterminal, and the sequence of arc labels in the path is the sequence of symbols in the descriptor body (i.e. grammar rule).
XONTO parsing strategy has a RTN backbone. Naive RTN-parsers recursively attempts to find a path through the RTN starting from the axiom by using backtracking approaches 36 . So this kind of parsers could require exponential-time. More efficient parsing algorithms like Early or CYK 37, 38 are dynamic programming algorithms that can be implemented by inference systems with time complexity O(n 3 ) (where n is the number of symbols in the input). For this reason the Descriptor Compiler produces RTNs based on logic programs of an inference system (i.e DLV+) that adopt a dynamic programming approach. Such an approach, by eliminating the repetitive solution of sub-problems inherently in backtracking techniques, reduces the problem of parsing a string by means of RTNs to polynomial-time. However an inference system iterates over all values of all free variables for each rule and for every instance of a rule of a logic program 39 . Thus, in order to optimize the parser, the Descriptor Compiler creates logic programs that avoid to apply unnecessary rules and iterate over free variables. More in detail, the compiler rewrite each grammar rule as a set of logic rules (one for each state of the transition network that represent the grammar rule). Thus, natural joins among chain of free variables are avoided. Furthermore final transition networks, produces by Descriptor Compiler, are deterministic, have the minimal set of nodes and transitions, and have no epsilon transitions. Figure 6 depicts the RTN that encods the descriptors number (6) that call the transition network related to the descriptor (7). In the figure transition networks related to nonterminals in descriptor (7) are not shown. A sample of some transition network aimed to recognize a weather table. XONTO 19 In the following the logic program that encodes the transition network weatherTable drawn in Figure 6 is shown. The previous program shows how coordinates of objects are handled during the parsing process. In fact, it enables to recognize both horizontal and vertical tables as required by grammar rules expressed by means of the descriptor (7). In particular, a weatherTable finState is obtained by concatenating either exclusively horizontal or exclusively vertical weatherRecord. It is worthwhile noting that object coordinates are handled by using, for each object, an ad hoc relation that link the object with its coordinates. Schemas of such kind of relations are created by the Descriptor Compiler during compiling. Relations that hold coordinates are also arranged in taxonomies by following taxonomies of linked object. This way to represent and manage object coordinates allows to reduce the running time.
Ontology-Based Information Extraction from PDF Documents with
In order to fully compile descriptors the Descriptors Compiler enriches the RTNs by adding functions and predicates to transition networks arcs. Figure 7 depicts a fragment of the ATN obtained by compiling descriptor (7) .
For instance, the transition network related to the descriptor number (7) ( Figure  7 ) is translated by the Descriptors Compiler in the following logic program. This program is the RTN previously presented enriched by functions that assign values to attributes. Functions are implemented by built-in ( e.g. R:=#addLast(X,[])) executed at run-time outside of the logical program by invoking imperative external procedures. In the previous example when a table is recognized and final state verified the built-in #getID("weatherTable",R) is executed in order to assign an (oid) to the new object. The (oid) is computed by considering class type and attribute values.
In Figure 7 the fragment of the ATN that allows to recognize objects of the class city (descriptor (1)) is also depicted. It is worthwhile noting that this example shows how semantic capabilities of the SDO approach are concretely exploited in the XONTO system. In fact, a call the transition network of the nonterminal city correspond to a call to all transition networks of the instance of the class city.
Rules Selector
The module Rule Selector takes in input user queries, the ontology and the OO-ATN obtained from the Descriptors Compiler and constructs the final logical program to execute by means of the Reasoning Engine. The module starts from the nonterminal symbols contained in the user queries (starting concepts), and explores semantic and 
Reasoning Engine
The Reasoning engine is constituted by DLV+ system 6 which in turn is founded on the DLV system 5, 4 . The Reasoner takes in input the logical program created by the Rule Selector and the internal representation of the PDF document created by the Document Analyzer. It provides the set of objects recognized within the PDF document ( both objects already existing in the SDO and extracted from the document itself) as asked in the user query. For example the previous query X:weatherTable([L])? returns the following set of instances:
Instances returned in output can be serialized by using XML, RDF, etc. and used for many analytical and/or semantic-based applications. It is noteworthy that annotation can be performed automatically because coordinates associated to all objects extracted are known. Thus the XONTO system enables also PDF documents annotation.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper the ontology-based system for semantic IE from PDF documents named XONTO has been presented. The self-describing ontology paradigm, which the system is founded on, has also been described by means of a running example. Self-describing ontology paradigm brings together the expressive power of ontology formalisms and attribute grammars, so the XONTO system allows exploiting semantics in IE from PDF documents. The most interesting feature of XONTO system is that it exploits the knowledge represented in an ontology for extracting information and populate the ontology itself with objects extracted from PDF documents. XONTO system enables to turn in structured form unstructured information, so it can empower unstructured information management. Future work include: (i) an extension of the approach that enables to exploit Semantic Web standard ontology language; (ii) the adoption of other ontology representation approaches and parsing strategy; (iii) the extension of the approach to other document format.
